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Delivering Change on the Ground in Guelph

Summit Prize Giveaway
Drop your business card in the box by the Tweet Board for your chance to win a prize.
And don’t forget to follow the Summit hashtag #UDS2014 and use the hashtag to tweet 
out your big ‘ah-ha’ moments and questions. Don’t have a Twitter account? Post your 
tweet on the Tweet Board in Canada Company Hall.

Greetings and welcome!

I’m thrilled to welcome urban design professionals to the Guelph Urban 
Design Summit. 

Guelph is considered one of the first planned towns in Canada. Our founder, 
John Galt, was a planner and city builder. Unlike some Canadian cities that 
grew around the needs of rural settlers, Guelph grew around a core where 
amenities such as churches, schools, and stores were already available.

187 years later, the need for good planning is as important as ever, as Guelph 
continues to grow. As professionals, you know that urban design is crucial 
to city-building. But the question remains, how do we move beyond the 
vision to deliver change on the ground? 

We are thrilled to have a number of Canada’s leading thinkers in urban 
design with us today to discuss that question. I am looking forward to a 
thought-provoking, inspiring, and productive day. 

 
 Sincerely,

 
 Karen Farbridge
 Mayor
 City of Guelph
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From the Ministry
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From the Municipal Urban Designers’ Roundtable
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From Planning Services

On behalf of Planning Services at the City of Guelph, it is my pleasure to welcome you to the 
Guelph Urban Design Summit: ‘Delivering Change on the Ground’.

Guelph has a proud legacy of thoughtful planning, right from our earliest days as one of the 
first planned communities in Canada. Over the past number of years, the City has built on this 
legacy, and through extensive community engagement has made fundamental planning  
decisions that will transform the way the City grows and evolves.

This transformative vision is captured and defined in policy documents such as our new  
City-wide Official Plan and the Downtown Secondary Plan, in strategies and programs such as 
the Downtown Strategic Assessment, the Guelph Well-Being and Community Energy Initiatives, 
and in the City’s Corporate Strategic Plan, which upholds City Building as one of its key Focus 
Areas. Central to all of these is the role of high-quality urban design and placemaking.

So how do we deliver this vision and create change on the ground? The Summit moves beyond 
visioning and focuses on real-world case studies, successes, challenges and urban design tools 
and other strategies which can be adapted to communities of all sizes.

The three Sessions: 
•	 Making	the	Economics	Work;	
•	 Showing	Results	Now;	and,	
•	 Evolving	the	Suburban	Commercial	Strip

are interactive, each having three different speakers presenting ideas and lessons learned and 
then	participating	in	a	moderated	discussion.	The	Mobile	Workshops	will	further	explore	the	
concepts presented during the Sessions in real-world situations here in the City of Guelph.

The Summit is a great opportunity to listen, learn and engage, reconnect with friends and  
colleagues, and make new connections. Our hope is that the day leaves you more inspired  
and more motivated than ever.  

Enjoy the Summit!

Todd Salter  
General	Manager,	Planning	Services
City of Guelph

Attention 
ontario Professional Planner institute Members

Don’t forget that the Summit is an excellent opportunity to earn CPL learning units!
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Agenda

7:45 am  Registration 
to 8:30 am Meet and Greet Breakfast

8:30 am  Welcome Addresses from:
	 	 •	 City	of	Guelph:	Ann	Pappert,	CAO
	 	 •	 MUDR,	Steven	Bell,	City	of	Mississauga

8:45 am  SeSSion 1 Making the Economics Work: Urban design and the creation of value

 Speakers:  Joseph Minicozzi, Principal, Urban3
    Ian Panabaker, Corporate Manager,	Downtown	Renewal,	City	of	Guelph
    Ralph Giannone, Principal, Giannone Petricone Associates Inc. Architects
 Moderators:  Sean Galloway, Manager,	Urban	Design,	City	of	London

10:30 am  Refreshment and Networking Break

10:45 am  SeSSion 2  Showing Results Now: Using quick-win strategies to start implementing  
    good urban design today

 Speakers:  Helena Grdadolnik, Associate Director, Workshop Architecture Inc.
    Andrew Howard, co-founder of Build a Better Block
    Julia van der Lann de Vries and Khaldoon Ahmed, Urban Designers,  
    City of Hamilton
 Moderator:  Lise Burcher, Associate Professor, University of Guelph and  
    Guelph City Councillor

12:00 pm  Lunch and Networking 

12:45 pm SeSSion 3  Evolving the Suburban Commercial Strip: Making	more	pedestrian-friendly,		 	
    mixed-use corridors

 Speakers:  Tim Smith, Senior Associate, Urban Strategies Inc.
    James N. Parakh, Urban	Design	Manager,	Toronto	and	East	York,	 
    City of Toronto
    Paul Bottomley, Manager	of	Policy,	Research	and	Forecasting,	 
	 	 	 	 Region	of	York
 Moderator:  Karen Hammond, Lecturer	and	Manager	of	Design,	School	of	 
    Planning, University of Waterloo

2:00 pm	 Networking	Break

2:15 pm Mobile Workshops   
 Depart	at	2:15	pm	and	return	to	River	Run	Centre	for	Debriefing	Session	at	3:30/3:45	pm

	 	 •	 Making	it	Happen	in	a	Historic	Downtown	Context
	 	 •	 Evolving	Suburban	Commercial	Centres	to	Walkable	Mixed-Use	Nodes
	 	 •	 Evolving	the	Suburban	Commercial	Corridor

4:15 pm Reception and Closing Remarks  
 Todd	Salter,	General	Manager,	Planning	Services,	City	of	Guelph
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SESSION 1

Making the Economics Work:  
Urban design and the creation of value 

SPeAker #1: Joseph Minicozzi, Principal, Urban3, will discuss using return on investment tools to prioritize 
mixed-use, walkable development. Urban3 utilizes meta-data techniques and urban design analytic methods to  
provide a unique and practical perspective on urban economics. Their approach focuses on bridging the gap between  
econometric analysis, public policy, and urban design. In general, Urban3 approaches this exercise by looking at  
municipalities as real estate development corporations, with city administrators being the fund managers of the  
portfolio. However, sometimes municipalities make policy decisions that undermine their ability to create value.

For this case study, Urban3, in collaboration with City Staff, will perform a comparative analysis by calculating  
property	tax	revenue	for	specific	land-use	patterns	in	Guelph.	Using	this	information	“rock	star”	properties/buildings	
will be identified and the land-use story that is developing and shaping the City of Guelph will be shown. The ‘rock-star’ 
properties typically include indicator properties that represent average property types. With that, Urban3 will circle 
back and examine existing policies to investigate what is driving the physical decisions in Guelph and whether or not 
policies could or should be adjusted to capture the cost of development patterns within a reasonable time cycle.

Joseph Minicozzi, AICP, is currently the principal of Urban3. Prior to creating Urban3, he served as the Executive  
Director	for	the	Asheville	Downtown	Association	(North	Carolina).	Before	moving	to	Asheville,	he	was	the	primary	
administrator of the Form Based Code for downtown West Palm Beach, Florida. Joe’s cross-training in city planning in 
the public and private sectors, as well as private sector real estate finance has allowed him to develop award-winning 
analytic	tools	that	have	garnered	national	attention	in	Planetizen,	The	Wall	Street	Journal,	The	New	Urban	News,	
National	Association	of	Realtors,	Atlantic	and	other	publications.		He	received	his	Masters	in	Architecture	and	Urban	
Design from Harvard University.

SPeAker #2: Ian Panabaker, Corporate Manager, Downtown Renewal, City of Guelph, will talk about the  
Guelph experience and some of the emerging discussions around the City’s role in proactively supporting growth in 
the Downtown and for the City as a whole.

Ian Panabaker is	the	City	of	Guelph’s	Corporate	Manager,	Downtown	Renewal.	Ian	graduated	from	the	School	of	 
Architecture	and	Landscape	Architecture,	University	of	Toronto,	and	is	a	member	of	the	Royal	Architectural	Institute	of	
Canada and of the Canadian Association of Heritage Professionals. Ian has worked in Toronto in professional architectural 
practices specializing in heritage and urban planning, as well as heritage restoration, before coming to the City of Guelph. 
Ian’s	current	position	in	the	Downtown	Renewal	Office	is	to	achieve	the	downtown	goals	of	the	City’s	Economic	 
Development Strategy, supported by the Downtown Secondary Plan and the Downtown Community Improvement Plan.  

SPeAker #3: Ralph Giannone, Principal of Giannone Petricone Associates Inc. Architects, will discuss how  
urban design and economics interact in designing mixed-use projects such as the award-winning Port Credit Village.  
He will talk about his experience in designing mixed-use development and how design contributes to the value and 
success of development projects.  

Ralph Giannone, since 1995, has been leading Giannone Petricone Associates Inc. Architects. He has worked on re-development  
projects	such	as	the	award-winning	Port	Credit	Village,	Collingwood	Shipyards,	Don	Mills	Centre	and	all	their	design	 
components.	Ralph	graduated	with	a	Bachelor	of	Architecture	from	the	University	of	Toronto	in	1987,	is	a	member	of	the	 
Ontario	Association	of	Architects	and	the	Alberta	Association	of	Architects,	and	in	2013	was	made	a	Fellow	of	the	Royal	 
Architectural	Institute	of	Canada.	Since	2007	Ralph	Giannone	has	been	a	member	of	the	City	of	Toronto	Design	Review	Panel.

ModerAtor: Sean Galloway, Manager of Urban Design and Geographic Information Systems, City of London

Sean Galloway has worked in various capacities for municipalities in Australia and Canada over the last 13 years.  
Currently,	Sean	is	the	project	co-lead	on	ReThink	London,	which	is	one	of	Canada’s	largest	public	planning	processes.	
Sean	holds	a	Bachelor’s	of	Environmental	Studies	in	Planning	from	the	University	of	Waterloo	and	a	Master’s	Degree	
in	Urban	Development	and	Design	from	the	University	of	New	South	Wales	in	Sydney,	Australia.	He	is	a	member	of	
the	Ontario	Professional	Planners	Institute,	the	Urban	Land	Institute,	former	Chair	of	the	London	Regional	Children’s	
Museum	Board,	and	a	past	board	member	of	Emerging	Leaders	London.	
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SESSION 2

Showing Results Now: Using quick-win strategies to 
start implementing good urban design today

SPeAker #1: Helena Grdadolnik, Associate Director, Workshop Architecture, will demonstrate how  
municipalities	can	inspire	and	kick-start	change	in	the	short-term	through	Action-Oriented	Planning.	Rather	than	 
commission a year-long planning study with a conventional public consultation process, municipalities can set up 
urban laboratory test sites with relatively low-cost, temporary or small-scale urban design interventions supported by 
creative community programming. These “tests” or “pilot projects” can be used to solicit meaningful feedback from 
local stakeholders before implementing permanent changes and planning decisions.

Workshop Architecture will design three to five small-scale urban interventions to address particular issues related  
to one or more of the mixed-use nodes identified in the Guelph’s Official Plan (which are currently dominated by  
large-scale	commercial	development).	The	intention	of	the	interventions	is	to	help	kick-start	the	process	of	creating	
mixed-use urban villages. One of the interventions will be completed for the Urban Design Summit and will be part of 
the	“Evolving	Suburban	Commercial	Centres	to	Walkable	Mixed	Use	Nodes”	mobile	workshop.	The	other	potential	 
interventions	will	be	at	a	scale	where	they	are	achievable	and	can	be	implemented	as	early	as	late	spring/early	 
summer	2014.

The presentation will include visualizations of the interventions and successful examples of Action-Oriented Planning 
used in southern Ontario and beyond. These projects are part of a wider movement often referred to as “Tactical  
Urbanism” or “Pop-up Planning”, where small-scale urban interventions and actions are strategically implemented  
in the public realm to serve a larger purpose.

Helena Grdadolnik is an Associate Director at Workshop Architecture, recipients of the Ontario Association of  
Architects’	2013	Emerging	Practice	Award	and	a	Toronto	Urban	Design	Award	for	the	Green	Line	Vision.	Helena	 
has	been	overseeing	the	firm’s	cultural	sector,	community	engagement	and	urban	design	work	since	2010.	Helena	 
was	a	Senior	Architectural	Advisor	for	the	English	government	from	2006-2009,	developed	one	of	the	major	 
cultural	projects	for	the	2012	Olympics,	and	co-authored	Towards	an	Ethical	Architecture	and	The	Contemporary	 
Canadian	Metropolis.	Helena	has	taught	courses	at	University	of	British	Columbia,	Emily	Carr	University,	and	the	Art	
Gallery of Ontario. She is a member of Toronto’s Public Art Commission and on the Toronto Society of Architects’  
Executive Committee.

SPeAker #2: Andrew Howard, Co-founder, Build a Better Block, will highlight one of the temporary  
interventions carried out by the Build a Better Block Team.

Andrew Howard is	one	of	the	leading	experts	in	transportation	and	placemaking.	His	14	years	of	experience	in	both 
public and private sector transportation and land development planning and design provides him with an excellent  
perspective on city and regional issues. Andrew, as the co-Founder of the Better Block and Principal at Team Better 
Block, helps communities develop and organize their economic assets to build productive, resilient relationships across 
the	public,	private,	and	civil	sectors.	Now	being	used	in	over	50	cities	and	three	nations,	the	Better	Block	demonstrates	
how temporary sustainability improvements to a single city block can build momentum for long-term financial, social  
and environmental advancements.   

SPeAker #3: Julia van der Laan de Vries, Urban Designer, City of Hamilton, and Khaldoon Ahmed, Urban  
Designer, City of Hamilton, will discuss the Gore Park Pedestrian Pilot Program and Summer Pedestrian Promenade 
that	was	carried	out	in	Downtown	Hamilton	in	2012.

Julia van der Laan de Vries is a provisional member of the Ontario Professional Planners Institute and an associate  
member	of	the	Ontario	Association	of	Landscape	Architects.	

Khaldoon Ahmad is	a	member	of	the	Royal	Architects	Institute	of	Canada	and	is	a	professional	planner.	
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SESSION 3

Evolving the Commercial Strip:  
Making more pedestrian friendly, mixed-use corridors

SPeAker #1: Tim Smith, Senior Associate, Urban Strategies Inc., will discuss how suburban commercial corridors 
represent real retrofit opportunities for achieving the vision of pedestrian oriented, mixed-use places.

Like	other	communities	in	Ontario,	as	Guelph	grew	in	the	latter	half	of	the	20th	century,	commercial	development	
naturally located itself along primary roads. These corridors have a variety of low-density commercial uses serving  
surrounding communities. These areas are older and therefore have the potential for redevelopment or infill  
development in the not-too-distant future. 

The case study will describe and illustrate ways to transform suburban commercial strips into more pedestrian-friendly, 
mixed-use corridors. To further encourage “reurbanization” in these areas, it will be necessary to review them and 
develop new land use and urban design policies. In addition to describing the appropriate character for each corridor, 
the new policies should also prescribe how the roads will be made safer and attractive to pedestrians and cyclists. 
These are also important “mobility corridors” that will continue to see significant car and truck traffic, but need to be 
designed to encourage transit use, walking and cycling. 

The case study will look at opportunities to accommodate growth, contribute to more efficient and complete  
communities, enhance mobility and improve the pedestrian experience through intensification, placemaking and 
streetscape improvements along existing suburban commercial strips.

Tim Smith is a Senior Associate with Urban Strategies, a Toronto-based urban planning and design firm. With a  
background in urban design, economics and photography, he understands the ingredients that make an urban place 
attractive	and	viable.	He	has	almost	20	years	of	experience,	much	of	it	focused	on	revitalizing	downtowns	and	 
transforming suburbs into sustainable communities. His work has taken him to cities large and small in Alberta, 
Saskatchewan,	Minnesota,	Michigan	and	Connecticut	as	well	as	communities	across	Ontario.	He	was	the	principal	 
author of Guelph’s Urban Design Action Plan and Downtown Secondary Plan, and has been involved in a number of 
other projects in Guelph over the past several years.

SPeAker #2: James N. Parakh, Urban Design Manager, Toronto and East York, City of Toronto, will focus on how 
the	City	of	Toronto	secures	POPS	(privately-owned,	publicly-accessible	space)	to	enhance	the	public	realm	and	quality	
of	life	for	those	that	live	and	work	in	the	area.	He	will	show	specific	case	studies	that	demonstrate	(before	and	after)	
how POPS are introduced on a given project. 

James Parakh is	the	Urban	Design	Program	Manager,	Toronto	and	East	York	District	at	the	City	of	Toronto.	James	 
also has experience working in the private sector as an urban designer, project designer and project architect.  
James holds graduate degrees in architecture and urban design from the University of Houston and Columbia  
University, respectively.
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Evolving the Commercial Strip...  
continued

SPeAker #3: Paul Bottomley, Manager of Policy, Research and Forecasting, Region of York, will discuss the  
Retail	Trends	Study	York	Region	is	undertaking.	Entitled	“Shift	the	Market	and	Market	the	Shift”	it	will	provide	guidance	
to municipalities on planning for retail uses that are more consistent with local, regional and provincial visions of  
creating	compact,	mixed-use,	pedestrian-oriented	and	transit-supportive	communities.	Retail	uses	planned	in	this	 
manner	will	support	the	Region’s	planned	urban	structure,	and	the	Centres	and	Corridors	city	building	policy	 
objectives	of	the	Region.	It	is	also	hoped	that	the	Study	outcomes	will	begin	to	shift	the	retail	market	to	locations	 
and forms that are more easily integrated with higher density and mixed-use environments.

Paul Bottomley, MCIP,	RPP,	Manager	of	Policy,	Research	and	Forecasting	in	the	Long	Range	Planning	Branch	of	the	 
Office	of	the	CAO	at	the	Region	of	York,	has	been	a	practicing	planner	for	approximately	20	years.	At	the	Region,	 
he	has	been	involved	in	the	preparation	and	defense	of	York	Region’s	Official	Plan,	the	York	Region	Growth	 
Management	Strategy,	growth	forecasting,	as	well	as	strategic	planning	and	land	use	planning	statistical	information	
systems. Paul is a full member of the Canadian Institute of Planners and the Ontario Professional Planners Institute.

ModerAtor: Karen Hammond, Lecturer and Manager of Design, School of Planning, University of Waterloo

Karen Hammond has taught urban design and professional practice courses at the School of Planning, University of 
Waterloo,	for	over	30	years.	She	specializes	in	teaching	advanced	urban	design	studios.	Karen	has	organized	and	 
facilitated	numerous	workshops	and	charrettes,	both	within	the	University	and	in	many	Ontario	communities.	Karen	
has served on juries for several municipal urban design awards. She has also contributed articles to a number of  
academic journals. She was a member of OPPI’s Urban Design Working Group for over 12 years, including a term as 
Chair.  Her current research interests focus on urban intensification, including the issues of public view protection  
as well as the transformation of downtown malls.
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Mobile Workshop #1

Mobile Workshop #2

Making it Happen in a Historic Downtown Context

Evolving Suburban Commercial Centres to  
Walkable Mixed-Use Nodes

Downtown	Guelph	is	being	transformed.	More	people,	jobs,	buildings	and	activities	are	being	strategically	attracted	 
to increase and grow the dynamics of this historic urban centre. 

Building on the themes of Session 1, this mobile workshop is a walking tour of Downtown Guelph. The mobile  
workshop	includes	a	tour	of	the	historic	fabric	north	of	the	CN	mainline	rail	tracks	and	the	more	suburban	 
development to the south where the greatest amount of change is anticipated. Stories behind key public spaces  
(e.g.	St.	George’s	Square,	Market	Square)	as	well	as	highlights	of	new	and	historic	developments	will	be	part	of	the	tour.

With a recent Council-approved Secondary Plan for the area, key discussion points around this interactive mobile 
workshop will focus on:

•	 Maintaining	recent	private	sector	momentum	to	continue	the	development	of	a	more	urban	place	and	creating	 
	 a	regional	destination;
•	 Creating	the	right	public	spaces	in	Downtown	Guelph	to	reduce	the	risk	of	creating	initiatives	in	isolation	and	 
	 support	the	productivity	of	the	area;
•	 Investigating	how	strategic	public	investment	can	promote	long	term	prosperity;	and,	
•	 Implementing	the	vision	of	the	Downtown	Secondary	Plan.

After	the	walking	tour,	a	debrief	back	at	the	River	Run	Centre	will	include	a	facilitated	group	discussion	focused	on	 
effective next steps for the short, medium and long term to implement the  vision of the Downtown Secondary Plan.

The	Paisley/Imperial	Community	Mixed-Use	Node	is	one	of	five	major	nodes	in	the	City	which	are	intended	to	 
transition into distinct “urban villages” – mixed-use, transit and pedestrian-oriented places that provide focal points  
for civic life, higher density housing, office and retail employment, and live-work opportunities.

Building on the themes of Session 2, this mobile workshop consists of a bus and walking tour of the node and the 
highlight of the tour is the tactical urbanism intervention. The mobile workshop will include a review of the lessons 
learned around this intervention and how it connects with the City’s long term policy direction for mixed-use nodes.  

The City has an adopted Urban Design Concept Plan for this node, which addresses the short-medium term growth. 
Key	discussion	points	around	this	interactive	mobile	workshop	will	focus	on:

•	 How	tactical	urbanism	in	a	suburban	location	can	be	used	as	a	tool	for	articulating,	and	eventually	achieving,	 
	 the	long-term	vision	for	mixed-use	nodes;
•	 How	to	realize	the	vision	of	creating	walkable	‘urban	villages’	and	Main	Streets	in	the	suburban	context;	and,
•	 How	private	investment	can	be	positively	shaped	to	realize	the	vision.

After	the	tour,	a	debrief	back	at	the	River	Run	Centre	will	include	a	facilitated	group	discussion	focused	on	effective	
next steps for the short, medium and long term to implement the vision of transforming the nodes into urban villages 
in these areas. Bus transportation to and from the site will be provided.
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Mobile Workshop #3

Evolving the Suburban Commercial Corridor
During	the	latter	half	of	the	20th	century,	commercial	development	primarily	located	along	major	roads	creating	
corridors of low-density commercial uses. 

Building on the themes of Session 3, this mobile workshop consists of a bus and walking tour of Silvercreek  
Parkway	North.	This	area	was	the	site	of	Guelph’s	first	enclosed	mall	and	the	area	has	transitioned	into	strip	 
commercial development. 

The mobile workshop explores the Silvercreek Parkway area which has many of the necessary building-blocks  
of	a	successful	neighbourhood	including:	commercial	uses;	a	mix	of	housing	types;	and	open	spaces.	In	addition,	
neighbourhood demographics and the prevalence of medium and high-density residential uses contribute to  
a high degree of pedestrian activity in the area. 

With modest private investment occurring in the area, key discussion points will include:

•	 How	can	intensification,	placemaking	and	streetscape	improvements	create	better	connections;
•	 How	can	more	positive	private	investment	be	encouraged	in	the	area;	and,
•	 What	policy	interventions	can	assist	in	creating	positive	intensification	and	investment?

After	the	tour,	a	debrief	back	at	the	River	Run	Centre	will	include	a	facilitated	group	discussion	focused	on	 
effective next steps for the short, medium and long term to evolve the Silvercreek Commercial Corridor.  
Bus transportation to and from the site will be provided.
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Appendices – Case Studies

Guelph Urban Design Summit 13

1. The Dollars and $ense of  
 Land Use Patterns
 Joseph Minicozzi

2. Sprouting Nodes
 Helena Grdadolnik  

3. Evolving the Commercial Strip
 Tim Smith 
4. Downtown Guelph

5. Silvercreek Parkway North

6. West Node
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Joseph Minicozzi Case Study

The Dollars and $ense of Land Use Patterns
By Joe Minicozzi, AICP

“Are cities across the country acting negligently in ignoring the property tax implications of different 
development types? We think so, and we’ve done the math to prove it.”

In the age of a post-recession economy, municipal budgets have become more constrained, while demographic shifts 
have changed the way designers and city leaders think about the form of the city. The advent of meta-data sets of 
community information have added to the understanding of the urban environment, though telling the story of urban 
patterns takes blending this information with a physical understanding of urbanism. 

Joe will present a combination of techniques used in real estate development, urban design, and public sector  
planning.	He	has	developed	award-winning	analytic	methods	cultivated	in	Asheville,	North	Carolina,	which	have	been	
replicated across the United States. He will explain the methodology, demonstrate case studies, and dig deeper into 
effective	graphic	communication	methods	to	tell	the	story	of	how	community	design	increases	(or	decreases)	a	 
community’s wealth. This is not your father’s economic analysis. The techniques presented are simple, effective,  
entertaining,	and	even	funny.	Methods	are	intended	to	clearly	show	the	potency	of	higher	density	mixed-use	land-use	
patterns within every community. Additionally, Joe will address various national policy standards that undermine local 
desires	for	downtown	improvement,	and	even	citywide	improvement.	To	steal	from	Jerry	McGuire,	he	will	‘show	you	
the money’, but also provide ways for you to show your community the money.

Joe	Minicozzi	brings	his	unique	tools	and	style	to	help	us	understand	how	different	development	types	and	building	
forms contribute to or degrade a community’s financial stability, and therefore tax rates.

In his clear, relevant, and even entertaining way he will review the fiscal returns per acre of different kinds of ‘places’, 
assessing tax productivity differently. His work represents a paradigm shift for thinking about development patterns.

Featured in Atlantic Cities, Planning Magazine, Planetizen, Salon, and Forbes,  
Minicozzi’s	work	reveals	the	true	productivity	of	development	choices,	offering	 
planners and municipal officials new tools to unlock the wealth of downtown and  
mixed-use	centers.	Minicozzi	is	a	principal	of	Urban3,	a	consulting	company	of	 
the downtown Asheville real estate developer Public Interest Projects. He is a  
founding member of the non-profit Asheville Design Center and a graduate of the  
Architecture	program	at	the	University	of	Miami	and	a	Masters	of	Urban	Design	 
from Harvard University.

“Joe has one of the most compelling presentations I’ve seen on return on investment (ROI). 
He will uncover the imperfections of property tax valuation and force you to rethink  

how you view land development patterns,” says Mitchell Silver, AICP, President of the  
American Planning Association (APA), Chief Planning and Development Officer, 

 and Planning Director for the City of Raleigh. 

A 3D model of the tax productivity of downtown Asheville, NC.
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NOTES: Joseph Minicozzi Case Study
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Helena Grdadolnik Case Study
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ACTION-ORIENTED PLANNING IN GUELPH

4

The Paisley-Imperial Mixed-Use Node case study

Urban Design Concept Plan for the Paisley-Imperial node (approved by Council September 2012). 

Goals (step 1): 

The Paisley-Imperial area is identified as one of Guelph’s Community Mixed Use Nodes and 
Council approved an Urban Design Concept Plan for the area in September 2012. The intention 
of Workshop Architecture’s Sprouting Nodes intervention at Paisley and Imperial is to help kick-
start the process of building an urban village community at this site in Guelph. The project’s 
approach is designed to be replicable and is part of a wider movement often referred to as 
“Tactical Urbanism” or “Pop-up Planning”, where smallscale urban interventions and actions are 
strategically implemented in the public realm to serve a larger purpose.

Main goals

• Engage the community, businesses & landowners in understanding the vision for the area. 

• Increase and improve the pedestrian and public realm.

• Increase the bio-diversity and green space in the area.
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NOTES: Helena Grdadolnik Case Study
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Tim Smith Case Study
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NOTES: Tim Smith Case Study
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Downtown Guelph Case Study

History
Guelph’s Downtown is part of the original town plan developed by  
John	Galt	in	1827.	The	business	district	area	of	the	plan	is	based	on	 
radial streets fanning out from the ‘first tree felled’ point at the  
bottom	of	MacDonnell	Street.	This	radial	plan	was	connected	to	a	 
regular	grid	at	Norfolk	Street,	setting	up	the	first	residential	block	 
pattern. The plan was bisected by the introduction of the railway  
in	1855.	Since	that	division,	the	south	of	the	tracks	area	evolved	as	 
industrial lands with mills and manufacturing plants being the  
predominant	pattern	along	the	river.	North	of	the	tracks,	the	 
commercial core developed along Wyndham Street to become the  
heart of Guelph. Churches are integral to the skyline, most notably  
with	Church	of	our	Lady	terminating	the	view	of	MacDonnell	Street.

The boundaries of downtown were generally aligned with Galt’s  
radial	plan	up	until	2009	when	the	Urban	Growth	Centre	was	 
established and expanded the Downtown to include a portion of  
St. Patrick’s Ward. St. Patrick’s Ward is the neighbourhood to the  
east	of	the	Speed	River	which	has	a	unique	character	of	industry	 
mixed with housing and small-scale commercial buildings.

Built Form Today
•	 Pedestrian-oriented	streets	in	the	historic	core	include	many	19th	 
	 and	early	20th-	century	two	to	three-storey	buildings.	These	are	 
 some of Guelph’s most important urban design assets.
•	 Low-density,	auto-oriented	commercial	uses	predominate	south	 
 of the tracks. The streetscape is suburban in character, based on  
 modern zoning and engineering standards.
•	 The	St.	Patrick’s	Ward	portion	of	the	Urban	Growth	Centre	is	 
 characterized by pre-war industrial buildings and small detached  
 residences.
•	 Several	1960-1980s	apartment	buildings	are	also	part	of	the	 
 Downtown housing supply, generally occurring on converted  
 industrial sites along the river.
•	 There	are	good,	long-standing	examples	of	adaptively	reusing	 
 former industrial or public buildings for residential use throughout  
 downtown and the neighbourhoods.

Public Realm
The	Speed	River	corridor	is	an	important	Downtown	feature.	Public	 
access along the river is generally good, but some important key  
lengths are not yet public and the interconnection with the urban  
streets is weak. Some of Guelph’s best parks are on the outskirts of  
Downtown along the river corridors. The historic commercial streets,  
St.	George’s	Square	and	Market	Square	along	with	the	riverfront	 
parks and trails are the most important public spaces. 

Land Use
•	 CBD	Zone	(downtown)	is	the			
 most flexible land use category  
 in the zoning by-law
•	 Important	centre	for 
 commercial, government,  
 finance, insurance, medical  
 services as well as creative  
 industries

Major recent institutional and  
cultural investments:
•	 River	Run	Centre,	the	Sleeman		
	 Centre	(OHL	arena)	
•	 New	City	Hall	with	Market		 	
 Square
•	 New	Civic	Museum	

Major recent Private Sector 
investments:
•	 Gummer	Building	–	18	res.	units	+ 
 Office and Commercial
•	 Market	Commons	–	55	res.	units	+		
 Commercial
•	 RiverHouse	–	130	res.	units	+	 
 Commercial

Residential		 17%

Institutional 7%

Office/Commercial 13%

Industrial 3%

Open Space 15%

Transportation 40%

Vacant 5%
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Transportation and Circulation
Downtown	is	central	to	the	local	road	network	located	on	the	route	of	three	provincial	highways	(7,	6	and	24).	 
The	urban	main	streets	are	supported	by	the	Gordon/Norfolk	corridor	on	the	west	side,	the	Woolwich/Wellington	
Corridor	on	the	east	side,	and	Eramosa	Road	to	the	north.	The	bicycle	network	is	relatively	well	developed	with	good	
connectivity	between	Downtown	and	the	University.	The	CN	North	Mainline	running	through	downtown	serves	GO’s	
Kitchener	to	Toronto	service	and	VIA	rail	service.	It	is	also	used	daily	for	rail	freight.	Guelph	Central	Station	is	the	hub	
of Guelph’s municipal transit service, GO and Greyhound buses as well as the train services, creating a true intermodal 
facility. The University of Guelph, which is approximately 2 km to  
the south, is connected with a high level of transit service, and  
is a secondary transit hub location.

 

Policy Context 
Downtown Guelph was identified as an Urban Growth Centre  
through the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe with  
growth targets shown in Table 1. The City completed a Secondary  
Plan	in	2012	to	plan	for	this	growth.	The	Zoning	By-law	has	not	 
yet been updated. Implementing documents such as urban  
design guidelines, streetscape plan, parking plan are under  
development now. 

 

Vision
the downtown Secondary Plan (2012) established the following vision:

Downtown Guelph: “a distinct and vital urban centre nestled against the Speed River, comprised of beautiful  
buildings and public spaces, and surrounded by leafy neighbourhoods, where people live, work, shop, dine,  
play and celebrate.” 
 
Several core principles flow from this vision and provide the foundation for the plan: 

1. Celebrate What We’ve Got
2.	 Set	the	Scene	for	Living	Well	Downtown
3. A Creative Place for Business
4.	 We	Come	Together	Here
5.	 Reconnect	with	the	River	
6.	 Make	it	Easy	to	Move	Around
7.	 Embody	Guelph’s	Green	Ambitions		

 

Policy Directions 
the downtown Guelph Secondary Plan:

•	 Plans	for	more	people	and	jobs
•	 Emphasizes	redeveloping	industrial	brownfield	sites
•	 Establishes	maximum	floorplates	for	tall	buildings	
•	 Encourages	predominantly	mid-rise	buildings	with	four	 
 to six-storey height limits in the historic core
•	 Directs	taller	buildings	(maximum	18	storeys)	outside	of	the	historic	 
 core towards the currently auto-oriented landscapes along Wellington  
 Street and industrial sites in St. Patrick’s Ward at gateway locations
•	 Requires	tall	building	step	backs	above	the	fourth	or	sixth	storey
•	 Protects	selected	public	views	of	the	Church	of	Our	Lady	(as	established	in	1973	Zoning	By-law)
•	 Requires	active	street	frontage	on	key	commercial	streets
•	 Promotes	transportation	mode	equality	

table 1 - key figures

2011 2031 

People 3500 8500

Jobs 6000 7500

Persons+jobs/ha 89 150

Parking On-street 1000 1500

Parking Off-street 4500 TBD

Market Square, Dowtown Guelph
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SWOT Analysis
Strengths
•	 Appealing,	pedestrian-oriented	historic	core	and 
 beautiful river
•	 Good	mix	of	residential,	commercial	and	 
 employment uses  
•	 Guelph	Central	Station	–	transit	connections	to	 
 the City and the region
•	 Surrounded	by	attractive	residential	 
 neighbourhoods and parkland 

Weaknesses
•	 Significant	anchors	are	located	at	the	periphery	 
 of the Downtown and impairs the ability of  
 businesses to capture the potential demand  
 these create
•	 Predominance	of	brownfield	and	otherwise	 
 complicated sites make development economics  
 challenging compared to greenfield 
•	 Wide	arterials	and	sparse	urban	fabric	make	 
 for a poor pedestrian environment south of  
 the railway tracks 
•	 Actual	and	perceived	lack	of	parking	
•	 Open	space	deficiency	

opportunities
•	 Strong	political	will	to	invest	in	the	Downtown	
•	 Recent	GO	service	improvement	announcements
•	 Space	and	sites	south	of	the	tracks	and	across	 
 the river to expand urban form
•	 Water,	sewer,	stormwater	and	energy	infrastructure	 
 systematically being renewed  

threats 
•	 Constraints	to	ongoing	financial	incentive	programs
•	 Uncertain	long-term	market	for	additional	high	density	residential	units

Problem Statement 
Guelph’s historic downtown has been identified as an Urban Growth Centre through Places to Grow. The City has  
adopted	a	Downtown	Secondary	Plan	that	plans	for	an	additional	6,000	residents	and	1,500	jobs	by	2031.	The	last	 
few	years	have	seen	the	first	significant	private	investments	in	more	than	20	years.	Downtown	is	characterized	by	
many brownfield and otherwise complicated development sites. There has been significant uptake of financial  
incentive programs offered through Community Improvement Plans however Downtown development economics  
continue	to	be	a	challenge.	Maintaining	momentum	is	key,	requiring	consistent	focus	on	the	strands	of	downtown	 
as a destination, an employment centre and a neighbourhood simultaneously.

2009

Build out
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Implementation Tools
We are looking for your help to prioritize implementation measures to achieve our vision. Select 3 short,  
5 medium and 5 long-term priority actions by placing an S, M or L in the box: 

Policy/regulatory
p	 Update Official Plan
p	 Develop Secondary Plan
p	 Update parking regulations
p	 Amend	Zoning	By-law	
p	 Update road engineering design standards 
p	 Implement a Development Permit System
p	 Institute		Design	Review	Committee
p	 Allow On-street parking

design Guidelines
p	 Prepare Built Form Standards 
p	 Prepare	Streetscape/public	realm	Manual	
p	 Develop Urban Design Concept Plans
p	 Heritage Conservation District 
p	 _____________________________________

CiP tools 
p	 Tax Increment Based Grant to offset “urban”  
	 development	cost	(e.g.	structured	parking)
p	 Façade Improvement Grant
p	 Redevelopment	Feasibility	Study	Grant
p	 Grant to revitalize vacant space (e.g. add units  
	 above	existing	commercial)	
p	 3-year tax break to offset Brownfield Costs 
p	 Grants to offset Environmental Studies
p	 _____________________________________

Public investments
p	 Parks and Squares
p	 Cultural and recreational facilities 
p	 Plantings and Street Furniture
p	 Public Parking Structures
p	 Improve streets (Streetscape, complete streets,  
	 traffic	calming	etc.)
p	 District Energy Infrastructure
p	 Additional infrastructure investments
p	 _____________________________________

Social/Cultural
p	 Initiate additional activation strategies for  
 public spaces
p	 Education and outreach to developers (how well 
 is the city positioned to tell developers what the  
	 market	is?)
p	 Increase marketing for Downtown as a great place  
 to live, work, play 
p	 Tactical	Urbanism	(pop-up	planning)	
p	 _____________________________________

economic
p	 Area specific Development Charges
p	 Height and density bonusing (Planning Act  
	 section	37)

other
p	 _____________________________________

p	 _____________________________________

p	 _____________________________________

p	 _____________________________________

p	 _____________________________________
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NOTES: Downtown Guelph Case Study
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Silvercreek Parkway North Case Study

History
During	the	latter	half	of	the	20th	century,	commercial	development	located	along	major	roads	creating	corridors	of	
low-density	commercial	uses	in	Guelph.	Developed	beginning	in	the	mid-1960s,	Silvercreek	Parkway	North	was	the	site	
of Guelph’s first enclosed mall. 

Over the years, this area developed with many of the necessary building-blocks of a successful neighbourhood  
including: commercial uses and a mix of housing types. In addition neighbourhood demographics and the prevalence 
of	medium	and	high	density	residential	uses	contribute	to	a	high	degree	of	pedestrian	activity	in	the	area.	Recently	the	
enclosed mall transitioned into strip commercial development, losing the internal corridor that linked interior shops.

Built Form Today
•	 The	area	contains	a	range	of	land	uses	dominated	by	one-storey	strip	commercial	along	Silvercreek	Parkway.
•	 Taller,	mid-rise	residential	is	also	located	along	Silvercreek	Parkway	with	low-rise	suburban	residential	uses	nearby.
•	 Currently,	most	arterial	and	collector	roads	are	designed	primarily	to	facilitate	automobile	traffic	and	do	not	 
 encourage walking and cycling. 

Public Realm
The public realm in the area is largely composed of the public streets with a public park located south of Willow  
Road	along	Silvercreek	Parkway	(Sleeman	Park).	There	is	little	other	public	space	in	the	corridor	although	schools	and	
regional parks are located interior to the neighbourhood. 

Transportation and Circulation
Silvercreek Parkway is an important “mobility corridor” that will continue  
to see significant traffic but needs to be designed to encourage transit use,  
walking and cycling. To this end, Silvercreek Parkway was recently put on  
a road diet to reduce travel lanes add bike lanes and add a centre turn lane. 

To	the	west	is	the	Hanlon	Expressway	(Hwy	6)	which	is	planned	to	evolve	 
over time into a fully-separated highway.

Currently, larger block lengths make pedestrian circulation more difficult.  
Bus service to the Downtown and surrounding area travels along  
Silvercreek	Parkway	and	Willow	Road.

Could more built form and a better block 
structure begin to create a more walkable, 

mixed-use Intensification Corridor?

CREDITS: University of Guelph students Meghan Hunter, Laura Wood, Jamal 
Nureddin, Adam Finlayson, Ryan Matheson, Mike Lunau, Calen Hamelin
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Policy Context
This area of Silvercreek Parkway is designated as an Intensification Corridor through the recent update of the City’s  
Official Plan. This designation is along major roads that are well served by transit and have the potential to provide  
a focus for higher density mixed use development. 

Vision
Official Plan policies encourage “reurbanization” of Intensification Corridors by creating a holistic vision for each  
corridor. In addition, to identify and implement the appropriate character for each corridor, the roads will be made 
safer and more attractive to pedestrians and cyclists.

In particular the vision is for:
•	 increased	residential	and	employment	densities	that		support	transit;	
•	 a	mix	of	residential,	office,	institutional,	and	commercial	development;	and,
•	 a	range	of	local	services.

Policy directions
1. Add mixed-use buildings.
2.	Reinforce	and	revitalize	established	neighbourhood	commercial	centres.	
3. Provide enhanced sidewalks and cycling facilities for comfort and safety.
4.	Physically	and	visually	link	the	different	land	use	and	character	areas	along	the	primary	routes	in	the	city.

SWOT Analysis
Strengths
•	 Mix	of	housing	types	and	commercial	uses	in	relatively	close	proximity
•	 Located	along	and	near	key	transportation	routes	(i.e.	Silvercreek	Parkway	and	Hanlon	Expressway)

Weaknesses
•	 Lot	sizes	and	land	ownership	patterns	may	make	consolidation	and	coordinated	intensification	difficult
•	 Currently,	most	arterial	and	collector	roads	are	designed	primarily	to	facilitate	automobile	traffic	and	do	not	 
 encourage walking and cycling
•	 Wide	arterials	and	sparse	urban	fabric	make	for	a	poor	pedestrian	environment
•	 Little	public	open	space	other	than	right-of-ways

opportunities
•	 Many	of	the	building-blocks	of	a	successful	neighbourhood	are	already	here	including:	commercial	uses	and	a	 
 mix of housing types. In addition, neighbourhood demographics and the prevalence of medium and high-density  
 residential uses contribute to a high degree of pedestrian activity in the area
•	 Improved	transit	service	
•	 Modest	private	investment

threats 
•	 Uncertain	market	for	additional	high-density	residential	units	or	mixed-use	buildings
•	 Neighbourhood	demographics	and	land	values
•	 Potential	local	competition	with	West	Node	Community	mixed-use	centre	and	the	new	node	at	Silvercreek	 
 Junction to the south

Problem Statement 
Intensification, placemaking and streetscape improvements along the transit corridors are planned for the  
neighborhood. With modest private investment occurring in the area:
•	 How	can	we	create	a	more	efficient	and	complete	community?	
•	 How	can	we	enhance	mobility	and	improve	the	visitor	experience?	
•	 How	can	better	connections	be	created?
•	 How	can	more	positive	private	investment	be	encouraged	in	the	area?
•	 What	policy	interventions	can	assist	in	implementing	the	vision	established	through	the	Official	Plan?
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Implementation Tools
We are looking for your help to prioritize implementation measures to achieve our vision. Select 3 short, 5 medium 
and 5 long-term priority actions by placing an S, M or L in the box: 

Policy/regulatory
p	 Update Official Plan
p	 Develop Secondary Plan
p	 Develop block plans 
p	 Update parking regulations  
p	 Amend zoning by-law 
p	 Update road engineering design standards 
p	 Implement a Development Permit System
p	 Institute	Design	Review	Committee
p	 Allow On-street parking

design Guidelines
p	 Prepare Built Form Standards 
p	 Prepare	Streetscape/public	realm	Manual	
p	 Develop Urban Design Concept Plans
p	 Heritage Conservation District 
p	 _____________________________________

CiP tools 
p	 Tax Increment Based Grant to offset “urban”  
	 development	cost	(e.g.	structured	parking)
p	 Façade Improvement Grant
p	 Redevelopment	Feasibility	Study	Grant
p	 Grant to revitalize vacant space (e.g. add units  
	 above	existing	commercial)	
p	 3-year tax break to offset Brownfield Costs 
p	 Grants to offset Environmental Studies
p	 _____________________________________

Public investments
p	 Parks and Squares
p	 Cultural and recreational facilities 
p	 Plantings and Street Furniture
p	 Public Parking Structures
p	 Improve streets (Streetscape, complete  
	 streets,	traffic	calming	etc.)
p	 District Energy Infrastructure
p	 Add additional infrastructure investments
p	 _____________________________________

Could more open space and/or improved public realm improve 
the Silvercreek Parkway Intensification Corridor?

CREDITS: University of Guelph students Meghan Hunter,  
Laura Wood, Jamal Nureddin, Adam Finlayson, Ryan Matheson, 
Mike Lunau, Calen Hamelin

Social/Cultural
p	 Initiate additional activation strategies for  
 public spaces
p	 Education and outreach to developers
p	 Marketing	as	a	great	place	to	live,	work	play	
p	 Tactical	Urbanism	(pop-up	planning)	
p	 _____________________________________

economic
p	 Area specific Development Charges
p	 Height and density bonusing (Planning Act  
	 section	37)
p	 _____________________________________

other
p	 _____________________________________

p	 _____________________________________

p	 _____________________________________

p	 _____________________________________

p	 _____________________________________
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NOTES: Silvercreek Parkway North Case Study
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West Node Case Study

History
The	West	Node	is	within	a	greenfield	area	of	the	city.	 
The	area	was	initially	planned	in	the	1980s	as	part	 
of a large-scale subdivision. The residential  
neighbourhoods	were	built	through	the	late	1980s	 
into	the	2000s.	The	initial	phase	of	the	commercial	 
centre	was	zoned	in	the	late	1990s	and	construction	 
began	in	the	early	2000s.

Built Form Today
The	West	Node	is	situated	at	the	intersection	of	two	major	roads	(Paisley	and	Imperial	Roads).	The	Node	is	planned	 
to contain a range of commercial and residential uses, but to date, following market trends, the commercial portion  
of	the	Node	has	been	developed	with	large	format	retail	and	single-storey	retail	plazas	served	by	surface	parking.	 
The buildings within the commercial centre are oriented toward the interior of the site and generally do not address 
the public streets. Surrounding land uses include cluster townhouse developments, single-detached residential  
neighbourhoods	and	vacant	lands	zoned	for	high-density	apartments.	A	major	focus	of	the	West	Node	is	the	City’s	
West	End	Community	Centre	(WECC).	The	Centre	was	built	in	2001	and	contains	two	ice	rinks,	three	swimming	pools,	 
gymnasium, café, outdoor splash pad and public library. The site also contains an emergency services station.  
The WECC is a city-wide resource and a focal point for its surrounding neighbourhoods. 

Public Realm
The public rights-of-way are dominated by wide roads that are undifferentiated and not pedestrian-friendly.  
The rail corridor to the north of the WECC is a barrier and prevents access between Earl Brimblecombe Park to  
the north and the WECC.

Transportation and  
Circulation
The	Node	is	situated	at	the	intersection	of	an	arterial	 
road	(Paisley	Road)	and	a	collector	road	(Imperial	Road).	 
These	major	roads	have	four	traffic	lanes.	Elmira	Road	 
(to	the	west	of	the	commercial	centre)	and	Imperial	 
Road	include	bike	lanes.	Parking	is	not	permitted	on	 
arterial	and	collector	roads.	The	CN	main	rail	line	is	 
situated to the north of the WECC and acts as a  
barrier visually and for pedestrian mobility. Pedestrian  
activity is mainly served by sidewalks along municipal  
roadways. Pedestrian connectivity is not well established  
and the individual land uses and sites are not well  
connected. Pedestrian desire lines are evident in the area,  
for example an informal path through a vacant  
development	site	between	the	WECC	and	the	Zehrs	 
supermarket.	The	Node	is	well-served	by	transit	with	 
three bus routes. 

As shown in Figure 1,	the	West	Node	is	planned	to	 
accommodate	5,600	people	and	2,900	jobs	within	a	
10-minute	walk	of	the	Paisley-Imperial	intersection	by	 

the	year	2031.

Figure 1 - Planned Population and Jobs - 2031
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Policy Context
The	West	Node	is	one	of	five	Community	Mixed-use	Nodes	in	Guelph.	These	Nodes	are	planned	for	higher-density	
mixed-uses including residential and employment uses, as well as a wide range of retail, service, entertainment,  
recreational	and	commercial	uses	that	serve	the	local	and	wider	community.	The	Nodes	are	intended	to	be	designed	 
to be well-served by transit and facilitate pedestrian and cycling traffic and to be developed in a compact form to  
support	walkable	communities.	Over	the	long-term	the	Nodes	are	intended	to	become	urban	villages	with	a	Main	
Street	experience	and	attractive	private	and	public	spaces.	The	West	Node	is	designated	to	permit	a	broad	range	 
of uses including residential, office and community uses in addition to retail.

Vision
The	Urban	Design	Action	Plan	(2009)	identified	the	following	opportunity	for	Guelph’s	mixed-use	nodes:

“Transform, over time, the city’s four major Community Nodes into distinct “urban villages” – mixed-use, transit  
and pedestrian oriented places that provide focal points for civic life higher-density housing, office and retail  
employment, and live-work opportunities.”

Planning and Design Principles
The	Urban	Design	concept	plan	for	the	West	Node	includes	the	following	principles:

1.	 The	Main	Street	area	for	the	Node	will	be	located	along	a	new	east-west	street	north	of	the	existing	Zehrs	store		
	 on	both	sides	of	Elmira	Road.	Ensure	a	clear/comfortable	pedestrian	link	between	the	Main	Street	Area	and	 
 the large format retail uses. 
2.	 The	commercial	focus	of	the	Main	Street	Area	will	generally	be	in	the	vicinity	of	the	Main	Street/Elmira	 
 intersection.
3.	 An	attractive	on-street	Transit	Node	will	be	developed	(i.e.	generally	bus	bays)	near	the	intersection	of	the	new	 
	 Main	Street	and	Elmira	Road	including	upgraded	amenities	for	transit	users.
4.	 Taller	buildings	will	generally	be	located	at	or	near	the	intersection	of	the	Main	Street/Elmira	Road	as	well	as	 
	 at	Elmira	Road/Paisley	Road.	
5. Building heights, massing, and uses will provide an appropriate transition to the adjacent single-detached  
 dwellings.
6.	 Introduce	a	modified	grid	road	pattern	that	creates	adaptable	urban	blocks	and	that	promotes	connectivity	 
	 and	pedestrian/cyclist	movement.	Road	cross-sections,	including	any	private	streets,	will	also	be	designed	to	 
	 ensure	comfort	for	cyclists/pedestrians.
7.	 Improve	pedestrian	connections	to	the	West	End	Recreation	Centre	that	connect	to	the	high-density	residential	 
 land use buildings south of Paisley.
8.	 Establish	convenient	and	comfortable	connections	between	the	Trail	System	and	the	pedestrian	circulation	 
 system within the node.
9.	 Introduce	public	art	component	on	the	west	side	of	Elmira	either	at	the	intersection	of	Elmira/Paisley	or	Elmira/ 
	 new	Main	Street	that	commemorates	the	impact	of	area	settlers	on	Guelph’s	agricultural	heritage.
10.	 On-street	cycling	facilities	will	be	established	along	Elmira	and	Paisley	Road.	
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Guelph policies call for the creation of a new Main Street to focus development in the node along with establishing 
better connections. 
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SWOT Analysis 
Strengths
•	 A	growing	mix	of	residential	(low-medium	and	high-density)	commercial,	institutional	and	community	uses	within		
 close proximity.
•	 Zoning	permits	a	range	of	residential	and	commercial	uses	including	community	and	live/work	uses.
•	 Sidewalks	and	mid-block	pedestrian	signals	along	major	roads.
•	 Layout	of	commercial	blocks	allows	for	the	creation	of	a	Main	Street	within	the	Node.

Weaknesses
•	 Bulk	of	available	lands	within	the	commercial	 
 centre are currently used for low-density,  
 single-storey retail uses and surface parking.
•	 Limited	pedestrian	sidewalks	through	 
 commercial sites.
•	 Function	and	design	of	primary	roads	 
 generally not conducive to walking and  
 pedestrian-oriented development.
•	 Poor	connectivity	within	and	between	 
 commercial and community uses.

opportunities
•	 High-density	residential	development	 
	 planned	south	of	Paisley	Road.	
•	 Future	development	of	vacant	commercial	 
	 land	between	Zehrs	and	WECC	provides	 
 opportunity for connectivity.
•	 Maximum	retail	gross	floor	area	limits	the	 
	 amount	of	retail	permitted	in	the	Node	thereby	 
 requiring alternate uses once cap is reached.
•	 Urban	Design	Concept	Plan	for	the	Node	illustrates	design	principles	for	future	development.

threats 
•	 Uncertain	market	for	mixed-use	compact	form	in	the	suburban	context.
•	 Zoning	regulations	for	commercial	uses	(e.g.	parking	ratios,	heights).
•	 Potential	impacts	on	future	development/range	of	uses	due	to	proximity	to	planned	Community	Mixed-use	Node		
 on Silvercreek Parkway.
•	 Increased	vehicular	traffic	due	to	location	of	Costco.

Problem Statement 
The	vision	for	the	West	Node	is	a	pedestrian-oriented,	mixed-use	centre	and	a	focal	point	for	the	community.	 
However, the node is currently dominated by large-format and single-storey retail development with extensive surface 
parking and an incomplete pedestrian realm. The commercial centre is currently half built, and some of its key  
structural elements have been established. In this context, what policy decisions, investments and changes need to 
be made to ensure that the next stage of development and longer-term redevelopment contribute to the established 
Mixed-use	Node	vision.	

Figure 2 – Is	this	what	the	New	Main	Street	could	look	like?

CREDITS: Meghan Hunter, Laura Wood, Jamal Nureddin,  
Adam Finlayson, Ryan Matheson, Mike Lunau, Calen Hamelin, 

Lise Burcher, University of Guelph 2014.
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Implementation Tools
We are looking for your help to prioritize implementation measures to achieve our vision. Select 3 short, 5 medium 
and 5 long-term priority actions by placing an S, M or L in the box: 

Policy/regulatory 
p	 Update Official Plan
p	 Develop Secondary Plan
p	 Develop block plans 
p	 Update parking regulations  
p	 Amend	Zoning	By-law	
p	 Update road engineering design standards 
p	 Implement a Development Permit System
p	 Institute		Design	Review	Committee
p	 Allow On-street parking

design Guidelines
p	 Prepare Built Form Standards 
p	 Prepare	Streetscape/public	realm	Manual	
p	 Develop Urban Design Concept Plans
p	 Heritage Conservation District 
p	 _____________________________________

CiP tools 
p	 Tax Increment Based Grant to offset “urban”  
	 development	cost	(e.g.	structured	parking)
p	 Façade Improvement Grant
p	 Redevelopment	Feasibility	Study	Grant
p	 Grant to revitalize vacant space (e.g. add units  
	 above	existing	commercial)	
p	 3-year tax break to offset Brownfield Costs 
p	 Grants to offset Environmental Studies
p	 _____________________________________

Public investments
p	 Parks and Squares
p	 Cultural and recreational facilities 
p	 Plantings and Street Furniture
p	 Public Parking Structures
p	 Improve streets (Streetscape, complete streets,  
	 traffic	calming	etc.)
p	 District Energy Infrastructure
p	 Additional infrastructure investments
p	 _____________________________________

Social/Cultural
p	 Initiate additional activation strategies for   
 public spaces
p	 Education and outreach to developers (how well  
 is the city positioned to tell developers what the  
	 market	is?)
p	 Marketing	as	a	great	place	to	live,	work	play	
p	 Tactical	Urbanism	(pop-up	planning)	
p	 _____________________________________

economic
p	 Area specific Development Charges
p	 Height and density bonusing (Planning Act  
	 section	37)
p	 _____________________________________

other
p	 _____________________________________

p	 _____________________________________

p	 _____________________________________

p	 _____________________________________

p	 _____________________________________
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NOTES: West Node Case Study
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